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ABSTRACT 

This paper develops a formal framework based on multivariate spectral techniques for assess· 

ing the performance of multivariate dynamic models whose solution is approximated through 

simulation. The approach is especially suitable for models that focus on a particular frequency 

range, such as business cycle models. 

An asymptotic test is presented for assessing how well a simulated model reproduces the 

dynamic properties of a vector of actual series. A further test is then derived to compare the 

relative performance of alternative model specifications with respect to the multivariate vector 

of interest. Monte Carlo evidence is provided to show the finite sample behavior of the tests. 

Both tests are found to have high power even in small sample sizes. As an application, we eval

uate to which extent different versions of a two-country two-good International Real Business 

Cycle model can reproduce the interdependencies observed between the US and European real 

GOP at business cycle frequencies. 
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1 Introduction 

The increasing complexity of the issues economists want to address has induced the wide use 

of multivariate dynamic models such as the stochastic dynamic general equilibrium models. 

However I their own complexity often implies the inability to obtain analytical solutions to these 

models and hence simulation techniques are used to approximate the equilibrium solution; i,e., 

simulate solution paths for the endogenous variables in terms of the exogenous variables and 

the parameters (see Marcet (1994) for a review of, the application of simulation methods to 

economics). The empirical analysis of such models has to deal with the obvious possibility of 

error not only when selecting the specific funcLionals linking the endogenous to the exogenous 

variables of the model, and when parameterizing the model's structure and the distribution of 

the exogenous processes, but also when finding an approximate solution. Precisely because of 

the various possible sources of error, it is an important issue to assess adequately the ability of 

a simulated model to reproduce certain aspects observed in actual data (i.e. assess the fit of 

the model) as well as to compare the performance of alternative models. 

In the calibration approach pioneered by Kydland and Prescott (1982), the assessment of the 

fit of a model often reduces to an informal subjective comparison of selected model and actual 

statistics 1. Typically, a model is specified given a concrete question a researcher wants to study. 

The model is then solved (usually through an approximation method), the parameters are 

given fixed values and exogenous processes fixed distributions and data series for the variables 

of interest are generated by simulation of the model. The assessment of the performance of a 

model is typically reduced to a relatively subjective comparison of two reduced sets of summary 

statistics obtained from the simulated and the actual data. The model economy is considered a 

"good" approximation of the actual world if it can broadly reproduce the observed features of 

the series that it purports to model. The adequacy of a particular parameterization is typically 

checked through sensitivity analysis, which essentially consists of computing and comparing the 

sa.me statistics for different parameterizations. Comparison of competing models very seldom 

takes place and when it does it is typically reduced to a simila.rly informal subjective comparison 

of selected statistics. These procedures, based on comparing the similarities between simulated 

and actual data are essentially ad-hoc, lack statistical foundations and ignore information that 

I Economic models tend to be small and strongly theory based, and hence, as Pagan (1994) stresses, unlikely 

to obey the 'axiom of correct specification'. That is the idea underlying all calibration exercises, as made 

specific by Kydland and Prescott (1991): ..... , no attempt is made (in the Calibration Approach) to determine 

the true model. All model economies are abstractions and are by definition false". In a calibration exercise, the 

researcher cares for the economic structure of the model (the desired properties of the model equilibrium and 

its tractability dictate the particular functionaJ forms chosen and constrain parameters' values -see, e.g. King, 

PiQ6Ser and Rebelo (1990)-) rather than for capturing the joint distribution of actual data. 
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could be used for model evaluation purposes. 

Recent research in applied macroeconomics and time series econometrics has suggested 

alternatives to such informal approach to assess the fit of a model. Canova and Ortega (1996) 

roughly classify those alternatives into four categories (see also Kim and Pagan (1995) for a 

review of recent methods for evaluating calibrated models). The first class uses the uncertainty 

in the simulated data to provide a measure of distance between the model and the data. In 

adopting this approach some take the parameters of the model as given and the exogenous 

processes as stochastic (such as Gregory and Smith (1991, 1993), SOderlind (1994) or Cogley 

and Nason (1994»). Others formalize the uncertainty faced by the researcher when giving 

values to the parameters of the model and treat both parameters and exogenous processes as 

stochastic (see Canova (1994, 1995)), so that this possible source of misspecification is taken 

care of when assessing the fit of the model. They all rely on Monte Carlo methods to conduct 

inference under the assumption that the model is the correct DGP for the actual data. 

The second approach uses the sampling variability of the actual data to propose a measure 

of distance between the model and the data, which sometimes comes from the estimation of 

model parameters using the GMM based approach of Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) (see 

also Cecchetti, Lam and Mark (1993) or Feve and Langot (1994)). The multivariate frequency 

domain approach of Diebold, Ohanian and Berkowitz (1995) also belongs to this class. They 

assume that model statistics can be estimated without error simply by simulating very long 

time series from the model and hence use only the sampling variability of actual data statistics 

(evaluated with bootstrap algorithms) to propose goodness-of-fit criteria and to derive associ

ated optimal parameter estimators. Although they deal with the issue of parameter uncertainty. 

their approach does not take into account the possible error induced when approximating the 

solution of the model. 

The third approach is given by Watson (1993), which does not consider sampling variabil

ity of the actual data or uncertainty in simulated data, but instead focuses on the statistical 

properties of the discrepancy between the model and the actual data (which includes the ap

proximation error of simulating the model instead of solving it analytically). He proposes a 

lower bound for a (I_R2) measure of fit between the model and the actual data based on the 

minimization of the spectrum of that discrepancy. Watson's approach deals explicitly with 

the issue of evaluating models which are known to be an incorrect DGP for the actual data. 

However, his (1_R2) measure of fit is evaluated informally and does not provide much insight 

into possible re-specifications that might improve the model. 

Finally, another approach considers both the sampling variability of the actual data and the 

uncertainty in simulated data when evaluating the fit of the model, either allowing for variability 

in the parameters of the model while keeping the exogenous processes fixed, as Dejong, Ingram 
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and Whiteman (1996), or allowing for both the parameters and the exogenous processes to 

vary, as Canova and De Nicolo (1995). 

This paper contributes to this literature by proposing an alternative measure of fit to evalu

ate a multivariate dynamic model and to compare the performance of alternative model specifi

cations. The evaluation methodology proposed here addresses two important issues highlighted 

in the literature in a unifying fashion. 

Firstly, we explicitly acknowledge that the solution paths generated by the model for the 

variables of interest are only approximations to the true model solution. Some simulation tech

niques approximate model solutions with an arbitrary degree of accuracy but are so demanding 

in terms of either complexity or computer time that the most common position is to use faster 

but less accurate approximations (see Marcet (1994))2. Hence, it may not be so reasonable to 

assume that the approximation is the original model as is usual. Watson (1993) also recognises 

that there is an approximation error but, contrary to his approach, we take it into account 

when deriving a formal test of the distance between the model and the observed data. 

Secondly, as in the last approach, our tests take into account both the sampling variability 

of actual data. and the uncertainty in the simulated series. While not excluding the possibility of 

stochastic parameters in the model, the uncertainty we consider in the model derives from the 

fact that there exists an approximation error. As in Diebold, Ohanian and Berkowitz (1995), 

the measure of distance and tests presented in this paper evaluate how well the model matches 

the spectral density matrix of the actual data. However, we compare actual to simulated data 

by treating them as samples from their unknown DOP and hence both spectral density matrices 

are estimated with error. The required asymptotic theory is developed to test t.he hypothesis 

that the multivariate spectral density matrix of the model and the actual data (or of two 

mode.ls) are alike (either equal or differing to an arbitrary prespecified limit). Dejong, Ingram 

and Whiteman (1996) and Canova and De Nicolo (1995) !'uggest also measures of fit which are 

symmetric in the statistical treatment of model and actual data. The main differences between 

the methodology proposed in this paper and that of Dejong, Ingram and Whiteman (1996) and 

of Canova and De Nicolo (1995) are, first, that we estimate both sets of statistics in a classical 

way instead of using Bayesian methods and, second, that model and actual data (or another 

model) statistics are compared using asymptotic tests. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 proposes a formal measure 0/ fit 
to evaluate models against actual data using multivariate frequency domain techniques. An 

'Many tests ha.ve been proposed in the literature (see, for example, Den Haan and Marcet (1994)) for the 

accuracy of the numerical approximation to the solution of a model. Such tests are certainly helpful in selecting 

more accurate approximations for a given model, but as long as the approximation error exists it may affect 

the properties of the model and how well it reproduces the observed properties of the actual data. 
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asymptotic test is derived for the hypothesis that the distance between the spectral density 

matrices of simulated model series and actual data is zero or less than an arbitrary prespecified 

bound. It is especially suitable for assessing the performance of models that focus on the 

dynamic behavior of a set of key variables at a certain frequency range, such as business cycle 

models. In a similar fashion, Section 3 derives a formal test for the equivalence of competing 

models, possibly misspecified, or of alternative parameterizations of a same model (i.e. to 

perform global sensitivity analysis). It can be seen as a comparison test between different model 

specifications. The test is able to address the complicated and interesting issue of comparing 

misspecified models, testing whether they are similar to each other while being different from 

the actual DGP. Section 4 examines the finite sample properties of both tests via Monte Carlo 

experiments. The sensitivity of the tests proposed in this paper to the sample size and to the 

parameter structure is also studied. 

Section 5 applies the fit test to alternative versions of an Interp.ational Real Business Cycle 

based on Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1993). We want to evaluate the effect of final goods 

trade, common shocks and spillovers across national disturbances on the macroeconomic inter· 

dependencies between countries. Assessment of the fit of these models focusses on how well 

they reproduce the bivariate spectral density matrix of the US and European 9DPs at business 

cycle frequencies using the fit test. The spectral density matrices implied by each alternative 

model are compared using the compari$on test proposed in Section 3. Section 6 summarizes 
and concludes. 

2 A measure of distance between simulated and actual 

data 

We are interested in comparing the dynamic properties of a multivariate vector of observed 

economic data with those generated from a simulated multivariate dynamic model. 

Let Yi be the N x 1 vector of actual data series and XI be the N x 1 vector of data simulated 

from the model. where t = l, ...• T. We view the artificial series XI in a similar way as the 

observed data Yt, as samples of an unknown DGP. The reason" being that XI is not typically 

generated through an analytical solution of the model but approximating that solution with 

some simulation algorithm. The DGP of the artificial data is unknown but is known to be 

sufficiently close to the model (see Marcet (1994)). so that the artificial series obtained can 

be used to evaluate the performance of the theoretical model as long as we take the possible 

approximation error into account. 

In order to take into account all of the interactions between actual and artificial data, we 
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use the joint spectral density matrix for the 2Nxl vector Zt =! Yt' xt'r. For each frequency 

wE [-'11", 1!'J, let f(w;,,() = {fij(Wi")')} denote the 2Nx2N theoret ical spectral density matrix 

of vect or Z, in which the model series XI are obt ained using the parameter vector "(. The ij-th 

element represent s the corresponding crosspedrum between a pair of variables, Zit and =jt, i,j 

= 1 ,  .. ,2N. f(w; "() is arranged as follows 

( fY(w) 
f(w;-y) = 

f'Y(w;-y) 
fYX(w;-y) ) 
f'(w; "I) 

where fY (w) (fX(w; "(» c orresponds t o  the crosspectra between the actual ( artificial) series and 

the other two submatrices c orrespond t o  crosspectra. between pairs of actual and model series. 

Let j(w;,,() = {j,Aw;,,()} denote the estimated spectral density matrix, defined as 

where f(T;")') is the variance-covariance matrix estimate of vector ZI for lag T, kM(T) is the 

lag w indow function and M is the lag/spectral window parameter. Under general c onditions 

of stationarity of z" and standard assumptions on kM(T) and M ( see the appendix for the as

su mpt ions and the properties of spectral estimat ors), j(Wj ")') is a consistent and asymptotically 

unbiased estimator of f(w; "f) with the following asymptotic distr ibut ion 

where;" CNN2 indicate s an asympt ot ic mult ivariate complex Nor mal distribution of dimension 

N2, 0 denotes the kronecker product and /I is a constant called "equivalent degrees of freedom" 

of the spectral estimator and is defined as /I = +oo2T (the value of /I for each lag window 
M I .l:L(r)dr 

function is tabulated, see Priestley (1981». 

We define, for each frequency w, the theoretical distance between actual and model spectral 

density matrices by: 

D(w;-y) = S vecf(w;-y) = vecfY(w) - vec!,(w;-y) (2) 

where vec(.) is the c olumn vectorization operator, and S is a N2X(2N)2 selection matrix that 

transforms vecf(w; "f) int o the difference between the element s of it s submatrices fY and fX. 
Note that D(wj"f) results in a N2xl vector. 

A s  an illustration of our measure of distance D(w; "f), let YI follow a bi- variate zero- mean 

VAR(I) process, Yt = �"Yt-l + !t, t = 1 ,  .. .  ,T, where � .. i s  a 2x2 parameter matrix whose 
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eigenvalues l ie aU inside the unit circle , and fl is a b i-variate white noise (WN) vector, with 

Ekt f�J = n •. Then, we can express Yt in it s MA(oo) form 

� � � 

y, = (I, - "" L)-'., = �::r"")' "_' = E("" L),., = E A:C., = A'(L)., 
'1'=0 .-=0 .,.",,0 

and obtain the theoretical spectrum: 

JY(w) = �(l, - "",-'W)-'rl,(l, - ("")'e'wt' = A'(e-'W)!,(w)A'(e'w), 
2. . 

The simulat ed series generated from the model XI b eing also covariance- stationary, they can be 

expressed in their MA form, Xt = A :f(L) Ut, where Ut is a bi-variate WN process as ft. Hence, 

A plot of the row it column j element of A 'I'  as a function of the lag i is called the impulse 

response function. Hence, the measure of distance between model and actual data series D(w; i) 
we have defined as the difference between their spectral density matrices, can also be thought 

of as analogous to  a. measure of distance between the theoretica1 impulse responses of t.he model 

and the actual data, 

D(w;�) = veefY(w) - veer(w;�) = vee[A'(e-'W)f'(w)A'(eiw), - (3) 
. . 1 . . . 

Ar(e-'·)f"(w;�)Ar(e'W)'1 = -vee[A'(e-'W)rl,A'(,'w), _ A'(,-·W)rl.A'(eiw)'j 
2. 

S ince (t and Ut are WN processes, pew) and fU(w; '1) are flat , and equal if n( = nu.. In that 

case, D(wj ,) measures the distance frequ ency by frequency between the "square d" t.heoret ical 

impulse responses of the actual data and those of the model. If Dc =f:. nu. the distance between 

the two spectral den sity matrices takes int o account the different covariance structures of act.ual 

and simulated data inn ovat ions i.e. (t and Ut. 
Now we define the estimated distance between actual and model spectral density matrices 

by, 

D(w;-Jl = Sveej(w;�) = veejY(w) - ve<:jX(w;�) (4) 
The asymptotic distribut ion and propert ies of D(wj ,) are derived from th ose of jew; ,) ( see 

the appen dix): 

(a) asymptot ic complex Normal distribut.ion 

fz(D(w;�) - D(w;�)) = fzSvee (j(w;�) - f(w;�)) :.. CNN,. 

(b) asymptotic unb iasedness 

lim E[D(w;�)] = lim E[Sveej(w;�)1 = Sveef(w;�) = D(w;�) 
T_oo T_oo 
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(c)-(d) asymptotic variance-covariance structure 

Eo(w;,) � lim var [ � f;(w;1)1 � lim varlS �2v vecj(w;,)] � 
T_oo V'2 T_oo V2 

�Sf(w;,)0f(w;,)S', w,oO,±. (7) 
Therefore, for w #: 0, ±'II'", 

�f;(w;,):" CNN'(�D(w;,), Eo(w;,)) (8) 

Recall that we are interested in evaluating the performance of multivariate dynamic models 
that are, in general, solved by approximation through simulation techniques. It means that the 
model yields a multivariate vector series of same dimension as the actual data for each time it is 
simulated, and hence a. ih(W;",,) is estimated keeping y, fixed and using XIII at each replication, 
for h = 1, ... ,H. In practice, what we are interested in obtaining is the average across the H 
replications of the estimated distance D(wj ,,/) = N E�=l b,,(w; ,) = * L:�=l S vecjlt(w; "(). 
Given that XIII are iid, that average is the sample mean of iid random variables) where the 
sample size is H and the iid r.v. are vecjlo(w;'Y) premultiplied by S, for h = 1, ... )H. Hence, 
the sample mean across replications has same distribution and theoretical mean as each of its 
elements, vecilo(w;'Y), and a variance which is ftvar(vecilo(wj'Y))' Hence, instead of (8), for H 
finite, the asymptotic distribution of D(w;'Y) is: 

(9) 

In what follows, for simplicity, we will consider only the case of H=l. All results can be easily 
generalised to a generic H. Howe"'er, it can be the case that for very short sample sizes where 
the convergence of D(,,-'; 7) to its limiting distribution is not ensured and may be closer to a 
X2 distribution (see property (a) in the appendix), the actual number of blo(wj 1') elements it 
aggregates (H) may matter, probably increasing the degrees of freedom of the X2 distribution. 
Obviously, this effect will only be noticeable for large H. 

We present next a test as to whether the elements of D(w; 'Y) are significantly different from 
zero for a particular single frequency, without having to deal with complex distributions, and 
extend it to the case for when we are interested in the significance of the distance of a model 
from the observed �ata over a particular frequency range. 

2.1 Assessing the fit of a model 

Testing for the significance of the distance of a model spectral density matrix from that of 
actual data for a given frequency W means that we are testing the following null hypothesis: 

Ho , AD(w; ,) � 0 
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where A is an N2 x N2 diagonal selection matrix. Such a matrix may have unequal diagonal 
elements so as to introduce weights in the measure of distance D{w; ,) if we care about some 
relationship more than others. The ((i:l) x N+j)-th element of its diagonal represents the weight 
given to the relationship between the j-th and i-th elements in Yt and Xt, with i, j = I, .. . , N. 

In a sense, testing such null hypothesis is equivalent to formally testing whether the model 
under evaluation is representative of the class of models which have the following particular 
characteristic: the spectral density matrix of a subset of model series equal to that of the 
corresponding actual data series, for a given w frequency. 

To test Ho, we construct the following test statistic 

(10) 

which is a real number because we are multiplying element by element the standarized estimated 
distance vector of interest (AED(w; ,)A')-; �AiJ(wj I) by its conjugate. Given that j(w; I) is 

a consistent estimator of f(w; I)' ED(W; I) can be replaced by ED(Wj I) = sj(w; 1)0j(w; ,)S'. 
Thus, the test statistic fit(w; I) becomes 

Under HQ, (8) becomes ftb(w; I) ,.:,. CNN2 (0, ED(w; ,)) and, hence, the asymptotic distribu
tion of the test statistic is 

(11 ) 

where Q is the number of zero elements in the diagonal of A. Ho will be rejected and the distance 
between the model and the actual data found significantly different from zero if fit(w; I) is 
greater than the critical value of aX�N2_Q)' for a selected significance level o. 

When we suspect a model to be false, we may be more interested in testing whether its 
distance to the actual data is smaller than an arbitrary constant C rather than testing the 
above null of zero distance. Then, the relevant null hypothesis is 

The only difference with respect to the test described above is that, under the null, the 
test statistic fit(w; ,) has a non-central asymptotic X�N2_Q,6) distribution, where 6 is a non
centrality parameter of value 
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We may want to test the significance of the distance of the model to the actual data for a 

given set of L frequencies !WhW2], where Wh� #- O,±1I'", e.g. the frequencies associated with 

the business cycle, which is typically associated to those cycles whose periods lie within 2 and 

8 years. Then, the null hypothesis is 

Under He, the test statistic fit(w; i) becomes 

(12) 

which has a. XL(N2-Q) asymptotic distribution, since it is the sum of L independent xlNLQ) 
variates. 

3 Comparing alternative models 

An important characteristic of a model is its performance relative to other models in capturing 

a particular aspect of reality. In this section we develop a formal test for assessing whether two 

different model specifications display similar dynamic properties for a selected group of variables. 

If this is the case, they can be considered equally successful in capturing the dynamic properties 

observed in the actual data. How far or close to the actual data each of the models is can be 

assessed using the fit test presented in the previous section. 

Let x;(;;) denote the N x 1 vector obtained by simulating model mi with the particular set 

of parameters Ii. We are interested in taking into account all the interactions between the 

two alternative model specifications (ml;id and (m2ii2) we want to compare. Therefore, the 

relevant Zj vector whose spectral density matrix we want to estimate is the 2N x 1 vector Zt = I 
x:(;d' X�(;l)'J'. Both f(w;ihi2) and j(Wiihi2) are 2Nx2N matrices. 

Alternatively, we could also compare the relative success of the same model 7nl under two 

alternative parameterizations il and /'2. Then, the relevant Zt vector would be Zt = [ x�(;d' 

X:(2)T. This can be regarded as a formalization of the sensitivity analysis the researcher may 

want to undertake over certain elements of the parameter vector i. A more global sensitivity 

analysis could be performed with a modified version of the fit test, in which Yt is compared to 

an average of x; over i. If one considers all possible realistic values of the parameter space we 

would be in fact introducing a way to deal with parameter uncertainty, along the same lines 

as Canova (1994).(1995), Dejong, Ingram a.nd Whiteman (1996) and Canova and De Nicolo 

(1995). 
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In a similar way as in Section 2, we define for each frequency w the theoretical distance 
between two alternative model specifications (mb"Ytl and (ml,"Yl) by: 

( 13) 

where, as in section 2, S is a N2x(2N)2 selection matrix and D{W;/h"'l2) results in a N2xl 
vector. Note that we compare the dynamic properties of two models independently of how 
close each of them is to the actual data. Had we included the actual data vector Y/, we would 
have defined D(w; ')'1, "'12) as the difference between the fit of each model, i.e. D(w; "'11,/2) would 
have been defined as (vecf2(w;"Y2) - vecjll(w)) - (vecfl(w;i2) - vecfY(w», which is equal to 
( 13). 

Our definition of the distance between two alternative models allows us to test the null 
that two models have the same spectral density matrices (or submatrices if we are interested 
in the dynamic properties of only a subset of the variables included in the models) both in the 
case in which one of the models is the actual DGP and when neither of them is, i.e. when the 
comparison is made between misspecified models. 

The estimated distance between the two alternative model specifications is defined as follows: 

D(w; "'II, "'12) = Svecj(w; 1'1'/2) = vecj2(w; "'Il) - vecjl(w; "'11) (14) 

and has similar asymptotic properties to D(w;"Y). For w ':/; O,±1r, 

Note that we are assuming that both model specifications have been simulated the same number 
of times, H, As before, for values of H':/;l, D(W;/l,"Y2) is replaced by ...(ijD(W;"'I1I"'I2)' 

Testing for the equal performance of two model specifications with respect to the dynamic 
properties of a selected set of series requires testing whether the null hypothesis 

at frequency w, is accepted; again, A is a selection matrix. 
In a similar fashion as the /it(w; "'I) test, we construct the following test statistic: 

Under the null, and for w '# 0, ±1r 

(17) 
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Ho will be rejected and the relative distance between the model specifications is significantly 
different from zero if comP(W;/'l,/2) is greater than the critical value of ax1Nl_Q)' for a given 
significance level a, and where Q is the number of zero elements in the diagonal of A. 

Here, too, we may want to test the significance of the distance between two alternative 
model specifications for a given set of L frequencies, [WI, wz]' where Wt, W2 =f:. 0, ±11". Then the 
null hypothesis is 

Ho: AD(w;'Yt,'Yz) = 0, Vw E [Wt,W2]. 
To test such Ho, we use an aggregated version of comp(w; 'Y) 

which has a Xi(NLQ) asymptotic distribution under Ho. 

4 Performance of the tests: Monte Carlo evidence 

In this section we present some Monte Carlo evidence to examine the finite sample properties 
of the two proposed tests, jit(!Wl,W2];/'), and comp([Wt,W2];'Yt,'Y2) for the case of a bivariate 
model (N=2). Experiments have been conducted for the following sample sizes: T = 100, 200 
and 5003. In all cases, we evaluate the performance of the bivariate model at business cycle 
frequencies and we define [Wb W2] as the set of frequencies associated with cycles 8 to 2 years 
long, and all variables are given equal weight i.e. A = IN1 = 1..1. 

The Yj series have been generated from a bivariate VAR(I) of the form: 

Yj = <bYYt_t + ft, t = 1, . .. , T 

where <bY is a 2x2 parameter matrix and fj a bivariate white noise (WN) process. In partic-

I Y ( 0
.
7 0

.
1 ) Th al b· · · ·  u ar, 41 = . ese concrete v ues generate a I-vanate covaflance statIOnary 

0.2 0.6 
process in which the two series are correlated to each other and both show the "typical spectral 
shape" Granger (1964) attributes to macroeconomic data series, i.e. most of the variability 
concentrated in the lower frequencies. 

In order to see the sensitivity of the tests to the particular dynamic structure of the model, 
the x� series have been simulated from three alternative models, i = 1, 2 and 3, of the form: 

3We have also experimented with T=1000 obtaining results very similar to those with T=500, therefore we 

do not. report. them. There are slight differences but all in the same lines as the changes observed when going 

from T=200 to T=500. 
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where (pi is a 2x2 parameter matrix and the residuals vector, u;, is a bivariate WN process. 
The three models simulated to obtain the x� vector series differ on their parameter strudure . 

• Model L VAR(l) with <pI � <pY . 
• Model 2: No spillovers: VAR(l) with 412 = ( o. i 0 ) . 

o 0.6 
o Model 3: No dependence structure: Bivariate WN process, x� = u�. Hence, 11)3 = O2, 

Error vectors, both u; and fl, have been generated with the Matlab 4.2 random generator 
from it standard bivariate Normal distribution4, Since {UnT=l and {{t};=l have the same 
spectral density matrices, {xDT"'t will have equal spectral density malrix to {yd;==l as long as 
the parameters of their respective ncps are the same. 100 extra observations were generated 
for each error {ftl;=l and residual {Ut};=l vector sequences in order to avoid initia.l condition 
problems. 

Before proceeding, we have to choose both the functional form of the lag/spectral window, 
k .. \1( r), and the lag/spectral window parameter estimator, I'll, so that they fulfill conditions (ii), 
(iii) and (iv) of spectral estimates a<; stated in the appendix. In this we follow Priestley (1981) 
and Andrews (1991) who show that the Quadratic Spectral \vindow is optima.l (see comment 
on selection of t.he appropriate lag/spectral window function in the appendix). We also follow 
Andrews (1991) in choosing an "automatic bandwidth estimator kl" which is a function of the 

data and asymptotically optimal under general conditions (see comment on the estimator [or 
the lag/spectral window parameter, also in the appendix). 

4.1 Fit Test 

Table 1 reports the finite sample behavior of the fit test, when the null is that the model 
evaluated follows a VAR(l) with same parameter values as the actual DGP. The numbers 
displayed in Table 1 are the percentage rejection across 1000 Monte Carlo replications of the 
null hypothesis of zero distance between the model and the observed data for the tests fit(w; ,) 
and fit([wt,w21;"),). Under "Model i" (i = 1,2 and 3) we compute the test statist.ic comparing 
the spectral density matrix of {ytl;.:=! to the one of {xnr"". Therefore, the numbers under 
"Modell" measur� the size of the fit test and the rest measure the power under different 
alternatiye hypotheses,i.e. x; coming from Models 2 or 3. 

4Except for the seed, to avoid the possibility that the random nllmber series were exactly the same for (I 
than for u; . Instead, the II; series have been generated wit.h the same random number generator, starting from 

the point where the fl series ended. This way, (c and II:' i = 1,2 and 3, are independent f.V. and inference can 

be constructed on the distance between transformations of them. 
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The performance of each model, either correctly specified (Model l) or not (models 2 and 
3), with respect to the actual data is evaluated for one single frequency (WI is the frequency 
associated with cycles of periodicity 8 .years, and .... '2 with those of periodicity 2 years) and for 
the inclusive business cycle set of frequencies ([Wi, W2])' The critical values used with Jit(w; /,) 
and Jit( [WI, W2J; "() are the critical values of axf}IJ2) and a XtN1L) distribution, respectively, which 

correspond to the theoretical size indicated (either 5% or 10%). N=2 in all cases. The quantity 
L depends on the lag/spectral window parameter if we use in the estimation of the spectral 
density matrix as explained in the appendix. Al depends on the length of the series, T, as well 
as on the parametric DGP Zt is supposed to follow. This guarantees that spectral estimates 

at different frequencies are independent (see comment on property (c) at the appendix). In 
particular, we estimate the crosspectra at frequencies distant fi to each other. For a sample 
size T of 100, '.200 and 500 observations, the estimation procedure followed here yields L=4, 4 

and 5 frequency points, respectively. 
Table 1 shows that the size of the test (panel "Model l") is found smaller than its theoretical 

value even for sample size of 100 observations. This indicates that the empirical distribution 
of the test statistic is skewed relative to the theoretical one, more concentrated around values 
closer to zero. The size of the aggregate version of the test, Jit([WI,W2];")·), is poor for sample 
size T=100. The reason is simply that we are aggregating the small sample biases of the spectral 
estimates each single-frequency test statistic carries5• However, this effect disappears fast as 
the sample size increases. 

One feature Table 1 shows is the low percentage rejection of models 2 and 3 at the frequency 
associated roughly to cycles of 2 years length i.e. W2. This should not be interpreted as a low 
power of the test but as the ability of the test to capture the fact that although two models 

may look different in the time domain, they may generate similar dynamics for a particular 
frequency range. In this case, with respect to Model 2, the two VAR models have very similar 
spedra except at the lower frequencies. For the particular DGP considered, W2 is outside these 
lower frequencies and therefore discrimination between different VAR models is difficult (low 
rejection frequency). A White Noise process (Model 3) has a flat spectral function which can 
have the same power density as a VAR for a particular frequency, with similar values as well 
in the neighborhood of that frequency. These two features can be more easily appreciated 
looking at Figure 1 .  Figure 1 shows the average, across the 1000 replications of the Monte 
Carlo experiments, of the Jit(w;"() test-statistics for different sample sizes and for the whole 

5This small sample bias has also been found in existing Monte Carlo studies of other kinds of estimation 

procedures, such as GMM {see Andersen and Sorensen (1995)) or Christiano and Den Haan (l995), who study 

the sensitivity of the small sample bias in GMM estimation of Business Cycle models to estimation tools used 

in this paper too, such as the choice of the lag/spectral window and of the bandwidth parameter M. 
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frequency range. All values are transformed in logs. The horizontal line corresponds to the 
critical value. The solid line under the critical value is the test-statistic for Modell. The 
discontinuous and starred lines correspond to Models 2 and 3, respectively. It can be seen that 
the distance between Models 1 and 2 (the other VAR, dashed line) is not significant apart from 
the very low frequencies, and that the distance between the DCP and Model 3 (starred line) is 
not significant in the vicinity of frequency Wz, for the reasons explained above. 

The aggregate versions of the test, fit([WI' Wz]i ,), performs in general worse than the one
frequency version at WI but substantially better than when evaluated at Wz. Because of the 
possibility of a spurious coincidence of the spectra of two different models around a particular 
frequency (as noticed around Wz when evaluating Model 3), the fit test appears clearly more 
powerful when used to examine the performance of a model ill a frequency band rather than 
when used to assess the fit of a model at W2. 

It can be seen that the fit test manages to correctly rank the models according to the actual 

DCP: the rejection frequency of Modell (equal to the actual DCP) is lower than that of Model 

2 (a VAR(l) as Model I but with different parameter structure), which in turn is rejected as 
similar to the actual DCP a lower number of times than Model 3 (bivariate WN) in almost 
all cases. The particular value of the test statistic (alternatively the associated p-value) can 
therefore be considered as a ranking device: the further away is that value from the fixed critical 

value (or the significance level) the worse is the performance of the Model with respect to the 
particular actual data set and for the selected frequencies. Civen that we may be interested in 
evaluating models that almost surely differ from the true DCP, as the majority of multivariate 
dynamic models in many fields of economics, it is of great interest to evaluate how "poor" is 
their performance with respect to alternative models aimed at explaining the same relationships 
observed in the actual data. It is in these cases where the fit test can be found most useful as a 
ranking device, with respect to an arbitrary lower bound B (which we consider to be the best 
fit possible). In particular, B would be the critical value of the non-central XZ distribution we 
referred to in section 2, once we have fixed the arbitrary minimum distance we expect of the 
evaluated model to the actual data, i.e. once we have fixed C. 

We have also performed some sensitivity analysis on the choice of parameter values for the 
DCP. If one is interested in capturing the cross-variable relationships observed in the actual 
data (e.g. interdependencies between the cydical properties of the CDP of two countries) it is 
important to check whether our test is able to discriminate between models which give different 
degrees of interdependence between variables. In the VAR framework, a higher degree of cross
variable dependence can be translated into higher off-diagonal coefficients in the 41 matrix 
("spillover" coefficients). Table 2 displays the corresponding Monte Carlo rejection frequencies 
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Figures 2 and 3 represent the log of the average fit{w; 1) test statistic across the 1000 Monte 

Carlo replications for Case I and II, respectively. 

For Case I the two series in both bivariate vectors Yt and xl follow independent AR( l )  

processes. Then, the theoretical power spectrum of the actual data. series is more concentrated 

at the lower frequencies (hence more distinguishable from other models, yielding higher power 

for the test) while keeping the difficulty to discriminate a VAR from a WN at certain frequencies 

close to "'-'z. However, as the DGP displays smaller interdependencies, if becomes smaller (only 

low order covariance estimates needed to be included in j(w; ,) to capture the DGP dynamics). 

Given that the number of independent frequency point estimates decreases the smaller M is, 

we obtain estimates of the spectral density matrices (and hence of the test statistics) for a 

smaller number of frequencies than when using other DCPs. Therefore comparisons between 

the empirical rejection frequencies obtained with other OCPs have to be made with care. 

Under Case II interdependence between the series in both y, and xi vectors increases. The 

spectral power of the the true OGP becomes less concentrated in the lower frequencies the 

higher the interdependence because it increases the relative magnitude of lagged covariances 

with respect to the contemporaneous one. As a result, the true spectra and crosspectra are less 

distinguishable from the WN Model (equal power spectra and crosspectra at every frequency).  

In general, the Monte Carlo experiments for this case show lower size and power than: under Case 

I, especially for the shorter sample sizes considered, but the other features we have described are 

unchanged. However, there is an important effect on the automatic bandwidth estimator: Al 
increases to capture this higher interd.ependence in the OCP (to include higher order covariauces 

in j(Wj ,) and hence the number of frequency point estimates increases. The difference in the 

number of frequencies estimated with respect to Case I suggests again that care should be taken 

in comparing the numbers in Table 2 with those in Table 1. More importantly, it confirms the 

influence of the characteristics of spectral density estimates (e.g. the effect of M) in the small 

sample performance of the fit test relative to other aspects of the model evaluation methodology 

we proposed. Andersen and Sorensen (1995) reach similar conclusions. Also Christiano and den 

Haan ( 1995) who study the sensitivity of the small sample bias in GMM estimation of Business 

Cycle models to estimation tools used in this paper too, such as the choice of the lag/spectral 

window and of the bandwidth parameter M. 
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4.2 Comparison test 

The comparison test has been introduced as a formal device to assess the difference between the 
dynamic properties of multivariate time series generated by alternative model specifications. 

Table 3 displays the percentage rejection of the null of no difference between the spectral 
density matrix of the multivariate series of interest when they are simulated from model spec
ification (m.il';)' {Xnr=ll and from (mil /j), {xi};=l1 for ij = 1,2,3. When i = j we report the 
size of the test and when i #- j, its power. The first, two blocks of Table 3 (Casell and Case33) 
compute the size of the test when the models are equal to the DGP of the actual data (both are 
Model l) and when they arc equal but both misspecified (both are Model 3). Note that the null 
hypothesis of the comparison test is that both models have the same spectral density matrix 
for the multivariate vector of interest, not that this spectral density matrix takes a particular 
array of values. Hence, the test can be applied equally to correctly specified or to misspecified 
models. The last two blocks compute the power of the test when the two models are VAR(I) 
but with different parameters (Case12: one is Model l and the other Mode1 2, and Case13: one 
is Model l and the other a bivariate WN -Model 3-). 

Because the asymptotic distribution of the comparison test is the same as that of the fit 
test, the critical values used are the same as in subsection 4.1. 

As in the case of the fit test, the size becomes smaller the larger the sample size. Note that 

the empirical size of the test in Case33 (both models WN) is smaller than in Casell (both 
having the same VAR structure). Probably, the main reason for this difference is that the 
dynamic structure assumed fot Zt in the test is more complicated under Casell and therefore 
bound to induce higher small sample bias than when the DCP of the simulated series is a. WN 
(Case33)6. Further research in terms of DCP parameter sensitivity would clarify this point. 

Here again, it is very useful and intuitive to represent graphically the comparison test
statistic under different specifications. Similarly to Figure 1, Figure 4 shows the average value 
for the comp(w; J) test-statistic across the 1000 Monte Carlo replications, and for different 
sample sizes. As before, all values are transformed in logs. The horizontal lines correspond to 
the 90% and 95% critical value for the one-frequency test. The solid (starred) line under the 
critical value is the test statistic for the case in which Model i and and Model j are generated from 
the same DCP, both are Model l (Model 3). The discontinuous (dashdotted) line corresponds 

6Figure 4 shows that the average values across Monte Carlo replications for the comp test statistic under 

Casell and under Case33 are similar for all frequencies and dearly below the 90% and 95% critical values. 

Lower percentage rejection of the null under ease33 (hence, smaller size) than under Casell means only that 

the comp test statistic is closer to its average at each replication under Case33, which suggests that the spectral 

density estimates used in the derivation of the comp test statistic are more precise in that case than under 

easel!. 
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to Case12 (Case13). We can see that the test has difficulties to discriminate between a WN 

and a VAR in the frequencies immediately higher than f; the comp test-statistic lies under the 

critical value line. This is the same type of effects observed in figure 1: a VAR( 1 )  such as Model 

I can imply at some frequency the same power density as the flat spec.trum of a WN (Model 

3). As we found for the fit test, the performance of the comp test depends substantially on the 

characteristics of the spectral estimates, when applied to VAR models with high persistence 

and for business cycle frequencies {rather than lower ones}. 

Also as in the fit test case, it is remarkable how informative the value of the rejection 

frequency is about how different the model specifications compared are. The comp test is found 

for all sample sizes more powerful rejecting a WN model as equal to a VAR(l)  (Case13) than 

two different VAR(l)  as equal to each other (Case12). 

5 An example 

In this section we apply the fit and comp tests to versions of a standard International Real 

Business Cycle (IRBC) model to assess how they reproduce the interdependencies observed 

between the US and European business cycles over the period 1970Ql·1993Q3. We measure 

these interdependencies by estimating the bivariate spectral density matrix of the US and 

European real COPs at business cycle frequencies (those associated to cycles 8 to 2 years long). 

We have used the Quadratic Spectral density window and the Andrews' optimal bandwidth 

parameter. Figure 5 plots the linearly detrended logs of the series (quarterly seasonally adjusted 

real CDP from OEeD Main Economic Indicators). The information contained in the estimated 

spectral density matrix is rearranged in Figure 6, which shows the individual spectra of the two 

COPs, the phase (whether there exists a lead or lag between the two series) and the coherence 

(the equivalent to the correlation in the frequency domain, also varying between 0 and 1 )  for 

aJl frequencies. The business cycle frequency range is indicated with vertical bars in the phase 

and coherence plots. All statistics a.re plotted with their corresponding asymptotic confidence 

intervals. In the case of the coherence, the lower (upper) horizontal line is the 9.5% (99%) 

critical vallie of the test Ho: coherence=O. 

The European .COP is found substantially more volatile than the US one (higher values 

of the spectrum). The short sample size (95 observations) causes an imprecise estimate in 

both cases: the 95% asymptotic confidence interval bands are wide and the lower one is not 

distinguishable from 0 for all frequencies. A significant coherence is found between the two 

COPs at all business cycle frequencies (and for most of them, even at a 99% confidence level), 

although none of the COPs clearly lead the other one. The well known "locomotive role" of 

the US economy with respect to the European one is not clear for this period. Figure 5 reveals 
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that this is so because the two GDPs where evolving very synchronized in the 70s and it is only 

in the 80s when the US GDP clearly leads the European one. 

5.1 The models 

The benchmark model economy is a standard two-country two-good International Real Business 
Cycle model. The possible sources of economic fluctuations in the model are stochastic shocks 

from both the demand and the supply side of the economy, either country-specific or common 

(i.e. contemporaneous cross-country correlation between shocks) . Demand disturbances take 

the form of exogenous government expenditure shocks while supply disturbances are identified 

with technology shocks. The specific mechanisms of international transmission of shocks and 

fluctuations allowed in the model are trade in final goods and services and spillovers in the 

shocks processes. 

Each country specializes in the production of a single differenciated good, in 'the lines of 

Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1993). Each country is populated by a large number of utility 

maximizers infinitely-lived identical agents. The representative household sells the services of 

capital and labor, owns all the firms and receives all the profits. The goods produced by the 

firms will be purchased by the household in order to be consumed or invested. There are 

complete financial markets within countries and free mobility of physical and financial capital 

across countries. However, labor is immobile internationally. Variables are measured in per

capita terms. Each household in country h=1,2 has preferences given by the utility function 

� 

U - Eo "" fJ'(I - a) -'(C' £'-' )'-. - L- hHI hl+l 
1=0 

(19) 

where Chi is consumption at time t, Lht is the share of time devoted to leisure, 0 < 0 < 1 is the 

relative weight of consumption to leisure and (7 is the risk aversion parameter. Leisure choices 

are constrained by: 

(20) 

where the total endowment of time is normalized to 1 and Hht is the share of time the repre

sentative household devotes to market activities. 

There is a representative firm operating in each country that produces output with a COD

stant returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function 

(21 ) 

where J(hi is the capital input, 0: is the share of labor in GDP, and Xht is labor-augmenting 

Harrod-neutral technological progress with a deterministic growth rate equal to Oz-I ,  i.e. Xht = 
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Oz)(",t-1 with Oz � 1. X"t represents permanent technical change while temp-orary changes 

in technology are represented by the variation in total factor productivity according to the 

following joint process 

[ InA" 1 = 
[ PAl Vll l [ InA"_1 1 + [ '" l ,  t, - N ( [  a 1 ' [ "�I � l ) (22) 

InA2t V21 PA2 InAu_1 t2t O ,p 0'.2 

where PAIl is the parameter that governs the persistence of the technology process within country 

h, V"j is the spillover parameter determining the speed at which changes in technology in 

country h are transmitted to country j, 0'." is the standard deviation of the stationary exogenous 

technology shocks in country i, t"t, and ,p represents the covariance between the innovations 

to technology processes in both countries, i.e. a common shock to both countries total factor 

productivities will be characterized by a high ,p, and the higher ,p the less country-specific is 

the shock. 

Multiple goods are introduced by assuming that YIlt can be either used domestically or 

exported 

where TIll represents the size of each country, e.g. population, and the tilde indicates that 

the production of country j imported by country h (lj"tl has been transformed into per capita 

terms of the importing country (country h). Imports (Y;"d and home-produced home-consumed 

goods (Y""e) are used in the production of a final good in each country, VIlt> according to the 

following constant elasticity of substitution technology (see Armington (1969)): 

(23) 

where � is the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign goods and WI and W2 
are parameters regulating the domestic and foreign content of GNP. This is a very convenient 

specification because it allows for cross-hauling (a situation in which a country imports and 

exports goods of the same category) and permits both countries to produce same categories of 

goods. The relative price of imports to exports (terms of trade) is given by 

F"t = 
oV"t/oY;"t = W2Y;,,: 
aV"t/ oy",,! WI Y"h� 

where WI = (l-MS)P, W2 =MSP and MS is the import share in output. A value of MS of zero 

would mean that there is no trade between the economies (autarky). 

Firms accumulate capital goods according to the following law of motion 

(24) 
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where [{ht is the total stock of capital in country h, 0 < 6" < 1 is the rate of depreciation of 

capital stock and ht is total investment. in count.ry h. 

In addition to consumers and producers, each country is endowed with a government. The 

government consumes Chh taxes national output with a distortionary proportional income 

tax (Thd and transfers back the remaining to domestic residents (TRhtl. Alternatively, the 

government can issue debt that will be repaid by increases in lump-sum ta..-.:es or decreases 

in transfers. The infinite horizon of this economy makes Ricardian equivalence hold: it is 

equivalent to finance government expenditure with taxes or with debt that will be compensated 

in the future with either more taxes or less transfers. The government ftow budget constraint 

is given by 

(25) 

which bas to hold on a period by period basis. Government spending is assumed to follow an 

autoregressive stochastic process of the form 

(26) 

where IIG controls for the spillover effect from government spending and tPo #- 0 means that 

we allow for common fiscal policy shocks. POh is the persistence parameter of the govern

ment spending process and (J'(G� is the standard deviation of the innovation to the governmf'nt. 

spending process in country h. 

There is frictionless international trade and capital markets are complete, which implies 

that individuals in the two countries can achieve both consumption smoothing (intertemporal 

transfer of consumption) and risk pooling (transfer of consumption across states of nature). The 

trade balance, or net exports, in count.ry h is then gi,'en by N Xhl = X"t - Mhl = rilJt - i'jht . 
Finally, the aggregate resources constraint for the traded. goods in the world economy is 

(27) 

The equilibrium solution of the model can be obtained by deriving the sequences for the 

endogenous variables of the model that maximize (3.19) subject to (3.20)-(3.26) and given 

the initial endowment of capital. The complexity of the economic relations described in t.he 

model (highly nonlinear) causes, as in most RBe models, that an analytical solution which 

derives the endogenous variables in terms of the exogenous and the parameters cannot be 

obtained. We follow King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988) and use an Euler equation approximation 

approach that log-linearizes the set of first order conditions of the model, expressed in terms 

of "detrended" variables {all trending variables are transformed into ratios of the permanent 
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technology change xhd, around the steady state. Once the approximate solution is found, the 

parameters are given fixed values and solution paths for the variables of interest are simulated 

from the model drawing realizations from the exogenous processes' fixed distributions. 

Parameter values are chosen from the IRBC literature, basically from Backus, Kehoe and 

nydland (BKK) ( 1992)-(1993) and Ravn (1993). The representative agent's discount factor, 

/3, is 0.9875; the coefficient of relative risk aversion, (7, is 2j the steady state share of time the 

household allocales to market activities, Ii, is 20%. 
On the production side of the economy, the output share of ca.pital, 0, is 0.36 and the 

quarterly depreciation rate, 0, is 0.025%. BKK (1992), Ravn ( 1993) and Reynolds (1993) have 

constructed several measures of aggregate Solow residuals for different measures of production 

factors and selected pairs of countries. They all obtain values of persistence (PA.) very close to 

one and positive correlations (�) across technology shocks to different countries. In addition, 

both BKK (1992) and Ravn ( 1993) find evidence of significant spillovers (Vhj ) ,  in particular 

from the US to other countries, although Reynolds ( 1993) suggests that these spillovers may 

be quite low. We follow BKK (1992) whose estimate for the persistence parameter, PA is 0.906, 
for the spillover parameter II is 0.088 (1112 = 112d, for the standard deviation of the technology 

shock (7c is 0.00852 and for the cross-country correlation between shocks � is 0.258. 
Parameters for the government sector are taken from Baxter and King (1993), Aiyagari, 

Christiano and Eichenbaum ( 1992) and King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988). We impose govern

ment. budget balance in the steady state by assuming a constant tax rate (T) equal to a constant 

government spending output share (sg) and no transfers. We have taken a value for T and sg 

of 25%, which lays in between the one suggested by King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988) of 30% 
and that used by Baxter and King ( 1993) of 20% for the case of steady state balanced budget 

(Aiyagari, Christiano and Eichenbaum ( 1992) suggest a government spending share of 17.7%). 
We have imposed independent AR{I) processes for the two countries' government spending 

series (i.e. IIC,12=IIG,2t=0 and tPG.12=tPC.21=0) and with equal parameter values for pc and (jG, 

taken from Aiyagari, Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992). 
The steady state import share, MS is set to 15%. and the parameter governing the elasticity 

of substitution in the Armington aggregator, p, to 1.5. Finally, we assume that both countries 

have equal size. n = 1/2. 
By modifying certain key parameters which govern the international interdependencies in

cluded in the model, we derive four different model specifications: 

(i) Autarky: No trade (MS=O), no spillovers (lIhj = 0) and uncorrelated shocks (no common 

shocks). 

(ii) Trade Only: No spillovers (lIhj = 0) nor common shocks (t/J = 0) but trade in final goods 

and services is allowed between the two economies (MS #- 0). 
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(iii) Autarky with common shocks: No trade (MS-=O), no spillovers (Vhj -= 0) but contempora

neously correlated technology shocks (¢ #- 0). There are common and country-specific shocks 

to closed economies. 

(iv) Full interdependence: common and country-specific shocks transmitted through t.rade and 

through spillovers in the shock processes (Vhj , MS and ", #- 0). 

Table 4 summarizes the parameter vector under each model specification. 

In order to characterize the international interdependencies generated by the four models, 

we perform the same multivariate spectral analysis of Figure 6 to the output series generated 

for the two countries under each model specification. Figures 7 and 8 plot the individual 

spectra, phases and coherences of the linearly d�trended logs of the two output series simulated 

once under each of the four alternative model specifications. As with actual data, we obtain 

imprecise estimates of the output spectra (wide bands) under all specifications. However, it is 

clear that model spectra are of similar size for the two countries, contrary to what is observed 

in actual data. (European CDP far more volatile than US one). All but the "Autarky with 

common shock" specification predict a lead of the CDP of one country over the other one, 

which we saw is not the case in actual data. However, the four models are able to capture 

the significant coherence (at 95% confidence level) between CDPs at business cycle frequencies, 

and predict values similar to the actual coherence. It is the "full interdependence" model the 

one displaying the higher coherence (significantly different from zero even at a 99% confidence 

level). 

5.2 Assessment of the models 

Assessment focusses on how well each model reproduces the dynamic relationship between 

both CDPs at business cycle frequencies. We have simulated the model 100 times (H-=l00) 

and estimated at each simulation the measure of distance Dh(W; ,) between the actual and 

simulated bi-variate spectral densities (for both countries' GDPs), where , is the corresponding 

column in Table 4. The fit of the model is computed at each frequency based on the average 

estimated distance across simulations, D(w; ,). 
We first apply 'the fit test to all four model specifications. The average fit across business 

cycle frequencies for each model is displayed in the diagonal of Table 5. The 90% and 95% 

critical values for the test statistics can be found in the bottom part of the table. They 

correspond to a X2 distribution with degrees of freedom 22*7, since there are 2 variables and 

the Andrews' optimal bandwidth estimator yields 7 frequencies in the business cycle frequency 

range. The standard IRBC two-country model with multiple goods has the best fit when 

common shocks are the only mechanism by which economies may move together (there are 
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no spillovers across national shocks nor trade in final goods), but still is clearly rejected as 
the US· Europe DCP with respect to the comovements of the two countries' real COPs at 
business cycle frequencies. Trade in final ·goods is clearly not the main mechanism by which 
fluctuations are transmitted among the US and European economies: our methodology assigns 
to the "trade only" model the worse fit. Figure 9 plots the fit test statistic for each model 
specification and for all frequencies. The horizontal lines are the 90% and 95% critical values 
of the one-frequency test (from a X� distribution). It can be seen that aU models are found 
similarly distant to the actual data and that it is the model using common shocks as the only 
explanation of international comovements the one reaching values of the fit test which get closer 
to the critical values a.t business cycle frequencies. 

The off-diagonal figures in Table 5 are the comp([w1 >�J) test statistic applied to compare 
the performance (failure) of the four IRBC models two by two, for the business cycle frequency 
range, too. Their frequency by frequency values are plotted with the critical values in Figure 10. 

Any model is clearly rejected as equal to any other, with test statistics indicating in all cases 
that they are further to other models than to the actual data. Given that no model is accepted 
as equal to any other with respect to the comovements of the two countries' GDPs at business 
cycle frequencies, there is not much interpretation that can be done with respect to the comp 
test statistics. However, we observe that aggregating across business cycle frequencies suggests 
that the closer to each other are the "autarky" and the "full interdependence" models, while 
Figure 10 shows that the "full interdependence" model is closer to that including only "common 
shocks" at the lower frequencies. While acknowledging the caution needed as the previous 
remark suggests, these last observations could be interpreted in the following direction: higher 
frequency spectral density of GOPs may be generated by own country shocks (a feature shared 

by the "autarky" and "full interdependence" model specifications) while the lower frequency 
one may be more linked to common shocks (a feature shared between the "full interdependence" 
and the "common shocks" model specifications). The models more distant to each other are, 
logically, those with the best and worse fit: "common shocks" to "trade only" models. 

This example borrowed from the IRBC literature allows us to illustrate how the fit test 
statistic proposed in this paper assesses the fit of a dynamic general equilibrium model and is 
able to produce a ranking of competing models. In particular, it has evidenced the importance 
of the existence of common shocks to explain the significant comovement observed between 
the US and European economies in 1970Ql-1993Q3 (high coherence between their real COPs 
at business cycle frequencies). A simple comparison of the spectral density properties of the 
four models we have studied was able to conclude that all of them where quite insatisfactorily 
reproducing those of the actual data, but was not sufficient to discriminate across model spec· 

ifications. Our model evaluation methodology confirms statistically the rejection of all models 
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(fit statistics greater than their asymptotic critical value) and manages to identify that it is the 

one including common shocks as the only source of international comovements the one having 
least bad fit. 

6 Summary and Conclusions 

This paper develops a general formal framework for assessing the fit of multivariate dynami.c 
models whose solution is approximated through simulation. The procedure is based. on multi

variate spectral techniques which are especially suitable for models that focus on a particular 

frequency range, such as business cycle models. The test we propose evaluates the distance 

between the spectral density matrices of the actual data and of data simulated from a model. 

Important features of the test are tha.t it treats the sample of observed da.ta and the simulated 

series symmetrically, and that it formally takes into account the fact that model series are 

simulated with an approximation error. 

The necessary asymptotic theory is derived to test how well a simulated model reproduces 

the dynamic properties of actual data (fit test). Another asymptotic test is derived to compare 

the performance of alternative model specifications with respect to the multivariate vector of 

interest (comparison test). Monte Carlo evidence is provided showing the finite sample behavior 

of the tests. We find that both tests are very powerful against different alternatives even with 

small sample sizes. Sensitivity analysis shows the robustness of this result to alternative OGP 

specifications. However, the empirical distribution of the tests seems to be more concentrated 

around zero than the theoretical asymptotic distribution (which implies lower size in spite of the 

high power). Further research in terms of sensitivity of the methodology to the OGP structure 

and the sample size would clarify further this point. Confirming other studies, we also find that 

the small sample properties of our tests depend on the small sample characteristics of spectral 

estimators, in particular on the bandwidth parameter. 

We have illustrated the use of the fit and comparison test statistics to assess a model by eval

uating to which extent different versions of a two-country two-good International Real Business 
Cycle model can reproduce the interdependencies observed qetween the US and European real 

GOP at business cycle frequencies. Our model evaluation methodology confirms statistically 

the rejection of all models and manages to produce a ranking of competing models accord

ing to their fit, which could not be done in our case with simple inspection of the spectral 

densities of the actual and simulated data. The existence of common shocks is suggested as 

a relevant element to help explain the significant comovement observed between the US and 

European economies in 1970Ql-1993Q3 (high coherence between their real GOPs at business 

cycle frequencies).  
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7 Appendix 1 :  Asymptotic properties of spectral esti

mators. 

Here we report a. standard general theorem which determines the asymptotic distribution of 

spectral estimators and we discuss its properties. For more complete references see, for example, 

ch.lV and V in Hannan ( 1970), ch.6 and 9 in Priestley (1981), or Andrews (1991). 

If the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) Zt is a zero mean multivariate random linear process satisfying 

+� 
Zt = E ATft_,., T""-<>O 

(28) 

+� +00 
where E IATI < 00, and £, are jid processes with finite 4th order moments, and L 110';;(7')1 1 < 1::-00 "''''-00 
00, where O';;(r) is the covariance for lag T between Zit and Zit. iJ = 1 ,  .. . , N, 

(ii) the lag window function kM(T) is a real valued continuous uniformly bounded function 

such that: 

• kM(O) = 1, 

• kM(r) = kM(-r), 'V" 
+� 

• J k�1(T)dT < 00 and, 
""'-<X> 

• at each w, the corresponding spectral window function is defined by 

1 +00 . 
WM(w) = 2� J k�(T)e-"·dT � 0, 'tw. 

T=-OO 

(iii) the lag/spectral window parameter M is such that M _ 00 as T _ 00, and 

(iv) M small relative to T, so that M/..!T _ 0 as M, T _ 00, i.e. M = O(Tlf2), 

the spectral estimator: 

where Uij( 'T) is the covariance estimate for lag T between Zi and zj, 

has the following properties: 
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(a) 

j"i;U;i(W) �- E[j;i(W)J) '" Complex Normal, (31)  

(b) 

lim EIi;i(W)] = /;i(w) 
T_oo 

(32) 

( c) 

(33) 

(d) 

)�r!l�cov[j;i(W) , jkl(W)]) = 

+00 

= ( J kx,(T)dr )/;,(w)/;,(w), w ;f  0, h 

+00 

= 2( J k;,(r)dr) (/;,(w)/;,(w) + !;,(w)!,,(w)), w = O, h  (34) 
T:::-QO 

where f(w) stands for the complex conjugate of f(w). 

Property (a) is the key to derive the asymptotic distribution of our measure of distance 

defined in (8). A standard result in spectral estimation is that the asymptotic distribution of 

v�:��:� can be approxima.ted by X!. v is a constant called equivalent degrees of freedom of the 

spectral estimate and is defined. as II = +",,2T • The value of /I for each lag/spectral 
M I kL-(r)dr 

window function is tabulated (see Priestle�
·
(1981)), e.g. ;� for the case of the Qua.dratic 

Spectral (QS) window, which is the one we will use in this paper. 

However, for spectral estimates satisfying condition (iv), i.e. MIT --+ 0 as M, T --+ 00, 

JI --+ 00 and therefore the X; distribution tends to a Normal distribution (see Priestley(1981), 

ch.6.4}. Hence, iii(W) has an asymptotic Normal distribution, as in property (a). 

Property (b) states the asymptotic unbiasedness of spectral estimates. This property 

holds because of assumption (iii): whichever the lag/spectral window function used, the asymp

totic unbiasedness of spectral estimates is guaranteed as long as M -+ 00, or if M is a function 

of T (as it is generally the case, e.g. QS window) as long as M -+ 00 as T -+ 00. 

Property (c) indicates the independence of spectral estimates at different frequen
cies. This property holds in general only when the separation between frequencies is grea.ter 
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than the bandwidth of the spectral window. In the case of the QS window, this requirement is 

fulfilled estimating the spectrum at frequencies distant if to each other, which is the criterion 

we use in the Monte Carlo simulations of Section 3.4. 

Property (d) derives the asymptotic variance-covariance structure of multivariate 

spectral estimates. The use of a spectral estimator with a lag/spectral window function as 

defined in assumption (ii) is introduced to overcome the asymptotic inconsistency of peri

odogram estimates. A lag/spectral window weights the sample covariances in the spectral 

estimator in (30) so as to reduce the contribution of distant lags/frequencies (and omits the 

lags/frequencies distant more than what the parameter M indicatesL and thus the variance 

of spectral estimates is reduced. Assumption (iv), together with (iii), controls for the asymp

totic properties of the lag/spectral window so that the variances and covariances of spectral 

estimates _ 0 as T _ 00. These assumptions guarantee that property (d), together with (b), 

imply consistency of spectral estimates. 

Regarding the condition required in assumption (iv), i.e. M = O(TI/2), Andrews (1991) 

shows that optimal growth rates of M are typically less than T1/2. He devices an automatic 

estimator for the lag/spectral window parameter M, if, as a function of the sample size 

T and of the parametric DCP the Zl vector is supposed to follow, that is optimal under general 

conditions and is e.g. O(TI/3) for the Bartlett window and O(Tl/�) for the Parzen, Tukey

Hanning and QS windows. His automatic estimator is used in the Monte Carlo experiments of 

section 3.4. 

The selection of the appropriate lag/spectral window function is a controversial 

issue in the frequency domain literature. In this paper we want a lag/spectral window function 

that satisfies assumption (ii). Those conditions are satisfied by almost all standard "scale 

windows" k(if) used in practice, e.g. Bartlett, Parzen, Quadratic Spectral(QS) andTukey. 

Hanning windows. 

Priestley (1981) shows that the best performing lag/spectral window, in terms of minimiz-
. 

h i ·  M 5 E ( tJ" .. ;Clnce1( .... I+b;.u2("')) . h Q d 
. 5 I ·  d 109 t e re atlve ean quare rror = P(",) , IS t e ua rabc pectra wlo ow. 

Andrews (1991) finds that, even when allowing for conditional heteroskedasticity and autocorre

lation in the data process, the QS window is the best under a similar criterion. Therefore we use 

the QS window function in our simulation exercises: its functional form is (see Andrews(1991 )): 

T 25M2 (sin(��) 61rT ) kQS(M) 
= 121r2T2 �� - COS( 5M ) , 'VT. 
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Table I :  Monte Carlo on the FIT TEST 
Model l (size) I Model 2 (power) I Model 3 (power) 

w, w, [wt ,w,] [ w, w, [wt,w,] I w, w, [wt , w,] 

Theoretical size: 5% 

T=IOO 3.1% 3.6% 13.2% 10.8% 3% 19.1% 81.1% 6.4% 87.7% 
T=200 2.5% 2.2% 4.3% 16% 1.8% 16.8% 99.5% 9.8% 99.5% 

T=500 1.7% 1.7% 2.5% 45.6% 3.1% 34.2% 100% 34.1% 100% 

Theoretical size: 10% 

T=100 13.1% 12.3% 24.4% 25.6% 1 1 .2% 34.5% 94% 18.2% 94.3% 

T=200 8.1% 6.9% 10.8% 30.1% 6.8% 27.5% 100% 28.6% 99.8% 

T=500 4.9% 4.5% 6% 62.1% 6.9% 48.7% 100% 52.8% 100% 
Notes. Actual data DGP IS Model l,  a bivarIate VAR(l) (see descnptlOn In the text). 

WI (W2) is the frequency associated to cycles 8 years (2 years) long. [wl>w:d aggregates the 

test. statistics for all frequencies associated to cycles between 8 to 2 years long (Business 

Cycle frequencies). 

The Monte Carlo standard
' 
deviation for these rejection frequency estimates is MCstd = 

J N�E;l, where a is the theoretical size and NREPL (=1000) the number of replications 

of the Monte Carlo experiment, i.e. MCstd = 
O.05��;g.05) 0.69% for the first panel and 

MCstd = O.l��;g.l) = 0.95% for the second one. 
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Table 2: Sensitivity of the FIT TEST to the parameter structure 

Casel' No spillovers 

I Model 2 (size) Model l (power) I Model 3 (power) 

I Wj w, [Wj , w,] Wj w, [Wh W,] I Wj w, [w) , w,] 

Theoretical size: 5% 

T= IOO 17 2% 1 1.8% 28.1% 49% 9.9% 51 .6% 99.7% 29.2% 99.7% 

T=200 8.3% 5.5% 9.5% 59.8% 6.9% .50.9% 100% 49% 100% 

T=500 3.7% 2 6% 4.6% 91.1% 5.2% 78.6% 100% 37.5% 100% 

Theoretical size: 10% 

T=IOO 29.8% 23.5% 41.7% 64.9% 23.7% 63.2% 100% 45.5% 99.8% 

T=200 16.4% 12.4% 17.1% 72.2% 15% 63.8% 100% 64.8% 100% 

T=500 9.2% 6.7% 8.6% 95.8% 10.2% 86.7% 100% 54.6% 100% 

CaseII: Larger spillovers 

actual DGP (size) Model 2 (power) Model 3 (power) 

Wj w, [Wj , w,] Wj w, [w) ,w,] Wj w, [w), w,] 

Theoretical size: 5% 

T=IOO 0.9% 0.7% 4.6% 14.4% 2.2% 30.3% 42.5% 3.6% 82.5% 

T=200 0.7% 0.5% 1.7% 43 3% 1.8% 50.1% 85.4% 3.3% 99.3% 

T=500 1.5% 1.1% 1 %  96.3% 7.8% 97.3% 100% 21.3% 100% 

Theoretical size: 10% 

T;IOO 5.5% 4.9% 12.2% 35.2% 8.5% 50.5% 71.3% 13.3% 93.1% 
T=200 4.3% 2.7% 5% 67.4% 8.2% 65.1% 99.5% 12.8% 99.8% 

T=500 3.6% 2.7% 2.4% 98.9% 17.2% 98.8% 100% 42.1% 100% 

Notes: 
. . ( . y ( 0.7 0 )

) Actual data DGP IS Model 2 In Casel No spillover: � = and a VAR( l )  o 0.6 

with parameter matrix <)Y = 
( 0.7 0.1 ) 

in Casell (same DGP was used to generate 
0.4 0.6 

model series in the cases of the column called "Actual DGP"). 

WI (W2) is the frequency associated to cycles 8 years (2 years) long. (WI,W2] aggregates the 

test statistics for all frequencies associated to cycles between 8 to 2 years long (Business 

Cycle frequencies). 

The Monte Carlo standard deviation for these rejection frequency estimates is MCstd = 

J ;W;:l, where 0" is the theoretical size and NREPL (=1000) the number of replications 

of the Monte Carlo experiment, i.e. MCstd = 
0 05���g.OS) = 0.69% for the first panel and 

MCstd = o.I���g.l) = 0.95% for the second one. 
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Table 3 M t C I : on e ar 0 on th COMPARISON TEST H e o! x mi = xmJ 

Case1 1 (size) Case33 (size, missp.) 

WI W, [Wl,W2] WI w, [Wl, W2] 
Theoretical size: 5% 

T=IOO 4.6% 3.1% 1 1 .6% 3.9% 4.4% 11.2% 
T=200 2.6% 1.8% 3.4% 1.7% 2.2% 4.6% 

T=500 2.1% 1.9% 2.1% 1.2% 1.2% 2.5% 

Theoretical size: 10% 

T=IOO 13.8% 1 1% 23.2% 11.8% 12.9% 22.1% 

T=200 7.7% 7.7% 9.3% 6.6% 7.6% 9.3% 

T=500 4.5% 5.5% 5.1% 3.7% 5.1% 4.6% 

Case 1 2 (power) Case13 (power) 

WI w, [w"w.,] WI w, [Wl ,w.,] 
Theoretica.l size: 5% 

T=IOO 10.4% 2.6% 18.6% 79.4% 6.8% 88% 
T=200 14.1% 3% 14.9% 99% 11.8% 99.1% 
T=500 46.2% 2.5% 33% 100% 35.7% 100% 
Theoretical size: 10% 

T=100 25.5% 10% 33.4% 94.3% 18.7% 94.7% 
T=200 29.2% 7.9% 26.8% 100% 27.5% 99.9% 
T=500 62.5% 6.3% 46.5% 100% 52.9% 100% 

.. indicates that we are testin Notes: Case lJ g the null that Model i has the same s peetrai density 

matrix than Model j ,  ij::;1,2 and 3. Hence, Casell and Case33 compute the size of the 

test under either corred specification of the two models (Casell: both are equal to the 

actual data DGP, Model l)  or misspecification (Case33: the two models compared are 

equal, generated with Model 3, but different to the actual data DGP, Model l). Case12 

and 13 compute the power of the test for two departures from the null. 

loll (1012) is the frequency associated to cycles 8 years (2 years) long. [W1, (2) aggregates 

the test statistics for all frequencies associated to cycles 8 to 2 years long (Business Cycle 

frequencies). 

The Monte Carlo standard deviation for these rejection frequency estimates is MCstd ;: 

J JJ�E;l, where 0: is the theoretical size and NREPL (=1000) the number of replications 

of the Monte Carlo experiment, Le. MCstd = JO.05\�og·05) ;: 0.69% for the 5% size case 

and MCstd ;: JO.l���g.l) = 0.95% for the 10% size case. 
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Table 4: Parameter values for the IRBC models 

Parameter Autarky Trade only Comm.shocks Full Interdep. 

Output Share of Labor (I-a) 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 

Growth rate (8.) 1 .004 1.004 1 .004 1.004 

Depreciation Rate (b K) 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.25 

Discount Factor ((3) 0.9875 0.9875 0.9875 0.9875 

Steady State hours (fJ) 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

Risk A version (t7) 2 2 2 2 

Output Share of Gov.Sp. (sg) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Tax Rate (T ) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Persistence of Tech.Dist. (PA) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Spillover across Tech.Dist. (Vhj) 0 0 0 0.088 

Persistence of Gov.Sp.Dist. (PG) 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

S.D. of Tech.shocks (UA) 0.00852 0.00852 0.00852 0.00852 

Corr. of Tech.shocks (,p) 0 0 0.258 0.258 

S.D. of Gov.Sp.shocks (uG) 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 

Imports share (MS) 0 0.15 0 0.15 

Armington parameter (p) 1 .5  1 .5  1 .5  1.5 
Size of each country (II) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Table 5: Summary matrix of the fit at business cycle frequencies 

Autarky Trade only Common shocks Full Interdep. 

Autarky 952.9 

Trade only 1612.8 1034.9 

Common shocks 1852.4 2700.6 772.4 

Full Interdep. 1015.2 1457.7 1187.9 932.6 

CV 90% 37.9 37.9 37.9 37.9 

CV 95% 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 
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Figure 1 :  Fit tests for different sample sizes. Model l -, Model 2 - -, Model 3 *. The 

horizontal lines are the 90% and 95% critical values for the one-frequency test. 
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Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis on the Fit test. Actual data , DGP with no spillover among 

variables (model 2). Model 2 -, Model l - -, Mode1 3 *. The horizontal lines are the 90% and 

95% critical values for the one-frequency test. 
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Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis on the Fit test. Actual data DGP with more spillover among 

variables. Model equal to actual data DGP -, Model 2 . -, Model 3 *. The horizontal lines are 

the 90% and 95% critical values for the one-frequency test. 
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case13 -.-. The horizontal lines are the 90% and 95% critical values for the one-frequency test. 
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the upper plots (with their 95% asymptotic confidence intervals). The lower plots display the 

phase (with its 95% and 99% asymptotic confidence intervals -5% and 1 % significance levels-) 

and coherence (with the asymptotic critical values corresponding to the 5% and 1 % significance 

levels, too), with the business cycle interval limited by the vertical lines. 
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Figure 7: Spectral properties of simulated output series for the two countries under 

"Autarky'" and "Autarky with common shocks" specifications of the two-country two-good 

International Real Business Cycle modeL 
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Figure 10: Comparison of the four IRBC models two by two. The horizontal lines are 

the 90% and 95% critical values for the one-frequency test. 
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